


Our commitment lies in supporting the development of 
a  sustainable and independent creative community.

In doing so, we provide the platform that sparks new 
entrepreneurial projects and establishes crowdfunding 

as a financing tool for the cultural and creative economy.

MISSION STATEMENT



Inspired by Detroit Soup, Funding Enterpreunship & the Arts with 
Sustainable Tactics (FEAST), is an offline crowdfunding platform 
for creative projects. The initiative was fuelled by the lack of funds 
towards the creative industry, due to the financial crisis. 

Having worked in cultural management and participated in urban 
activism, we have come across the creative community of Greece, 
which has led us to observe that the required financing for the 
next step of a project is surprisingly low. FEAST aims to fill in this 
gap.

So what exactly is FEAST? 

It as an open community dinner, aiming to establish a new way of 
funding creative projects and sustainable business plans, by 
activating the local communities.

WHO WE ARE



A place where synergies 
are fostered 

A networking tool

A chance to support 
local creativity

An opportunity to gain 
market validation

A community dinner 
in unexpected places

An offline crowdfunding
platform for creative projects



WHAT WE DO

Projects in need of financing are
applying to present their project at a
FEAST dinner. Each dinner
accommodates four projects and
attendees for €10 receive a buffet
dinner, wine as well as a vote.

Applicants present live their idea and
persuade the audience that they
deserve their vote. After the
presentations we have dinner, mingle,
network, and vote for the best
project. At the end of the evening, we
count the ballots and the winner goes
home with all of the money raised the
same night to carry out their project.



NGOs

Urban activists

Designers

Small businesses

Artists

Social entrepreneurs 

WHO CAN SUBMIT A PROJECT?



SO FAR…

6 events in Thessaloniki 
and 2 events in Athens

56 projects have been submitted

36 projects have 
been presented

More than 1.000 people 
attended the events

Over € 8.000
were raised

More than 3.500 fans in social media



OUR FANBASE

25-34

35-44

18-24

45-54

Age Groups

Artists
Designers
Architects
IT
University Students
Media
Freelancers 

Travel
Design

Networking
Creativity
Activism

Environment
Social Media

Entrepreneurship











MEDIA COVERAGE



ETHNOS 
A dinner with ideas in the menu. An interesting 
initiative is taking place in Thessaloniki.

LiFO
Forget crowdfunding as you know it.

POPAGANDA
Argyro Barata and Niki Vouimta practice a social 
experiment to democratize finance for alternative 
creative projects in Thessaloniki.

ΕlCulture
It combines the beloved Greek habits: dinner and 
socializing in an offline version of crowdfunding. At 
the same time, the FEAST platform promotes new 
creative ideas in town.

GREKA
A community dinner that supports 
creativity. In Thessaloniki, crowdfunding 
just became a little bit more fun. 

Parallaxi
The FEAST initiative deserves our applause.

Exostis
FEAST: A different meeting – a combination of 
dinner, conversation, socializing and 
crowdfunding!

Biscotto
In asking how we can support creativity, there are new 
initiatives in the city that provide answers. 
One of them is FEAST.



offline events

crowdfunding 

services

education

civic 

crowdfunding

crowdfunding festival

workshops

campaign management

Mircro-granting dinners 

online civic

crowdfunding platform

seminars

DEVELOPMENT & GROWTH



hello@feastgreece.com

www.feastgreece.com


